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Weather-independent robot mower

The quiet Greenworks Optimow
Can be washed with the hose
No more having to mow yourself and yet always being able to
enjoy freshly mowed lawns. Greenworks promises this for its
Optimow lawn robots. For less than 1,000 euros and 1,200 euros
respectively, there are the two machines, which always hold up
to 1.000 and 1,500 m² of lawn respectively in the length of a fluffy
carpet. They are controlled via GSM and the smartphone. They
are so quiet that they can even work at night. The IPX5 protected
Greenworks Optimow's are easy to clean - simply remove the
housing, spray with the garden hose and clean with a brush.
The installation requires neither special craftsmanship nor a green
thumb. Depending on the size and complexity of the garden, this onetime effort can be completed in two to four hours. The perimeter wire
is simply fastened to the floor with the corresponding mounting
dowels. After only four to six weeks, it is ingrown into the soil and no
longer visible. The wire also protects beds or shrubs, pond and
swimming pool. Walls and trees detect the Optimows with the help of
their collision sensors.
The Optimows are controlled via the GreenGuide App (GSM) from the
smartphone. All functions can be adapted via mobile GSM even
without need of W-LAN. The current position is also shown on a map
in the display due to the onboard GPS in the mower. As long as you
have your smartphone at hand, the GreenGuide app gives you full
control even on vacation or in the office. Start, stop and cutting height
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can also be controlled on the mowers without app though in daily use.
Both mowers are IPX5 weatherproof. This means that they can
withstand all weather conditions. To protect the grass, however, rain
and frost sensors ensure that the mowers only cut when the grass is
not destroyed.
With the app you can set the time of day at which the mower is
allowed to work. Or you can simply switch them on and off using the
onboard buttons if required. The low noise level - as quiet as a TV at
room volume - means that the mowers can be used at any time
without disturbing the neighbours.
The GreenGuide smartphone app prevents unauthorized use of the
mowers. Equipped with GPS and mobile connectivity, they can be
located anytime, anywhere in the world.
The devices are designed in such a way that they do not require
regular service. Simply fully charge the batteries before winter, before
storing the mowers for hibernation.
All Optimow's work with brushless motors, have a cutting width of 22
centimetres and can be adjusted to a cutting height of two to six
centimetres. They can cope with hilly, uneven terrain on slopes
The Optimow lawn robots will be available from spring 2019.
Further information on this topic can be found at Greenworks Tools,
50996 Köln.
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For the editors:
This text and image suggestions can be downloaded from the Internet
at www.waschzettel.de/page.cgi?ID=37857
GreenWorks Tools™ is a brand of the Glob Tools Group.
Globe Tools Group, a Chinese company headquartered in Mooresville near Charlotte, North
Carolina, USA, is one of the world's leading manufacturers of battery-powered tools and gardening
tools. The Group also manufactures components such as motors, plastic, metal and electronic
components.
The Globe Tools Group manufactures its products worldwide with more than 4,000 employees in
North America, Europe and China. More than 300 engineers are constantly developing new
technologies and products.
On the European market, Globe Tools with its Greenworks brand offers every DIY enthusiast and
garden lover - whether hobby gardener or professional - a product range for almost all applications
in home, construction site and garden.
Translated with www.DeepL.com/Translator.
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